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COUNTRY DANCE AND SONG SOCIETY
Continuing the traditions. Linking those who love them.

Founded in 1915, CDSS continues to celebrate and preserve traditional English and Anglo-American dance, music and song, promoting their new expression, connecting people who enjoy them, and supporting communities where they can thrive. Membership is open to all and includes the newsletter, periodic directory of dance groups, ten percent discount from the store/mail order, and first crack at registering for our summer programs. CDSS is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization; membership dues and donations are tax deductible.
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Articles, letters, poems, and photographs about current and traditional square dances, English country dances, celtic and sword dances, folk tunes, ballads, and the dance and music community are welcome. Newly-composed dances and tunes also are welcome, as are new looks at historical dances and tunes. Please contact the editor for guidelines or send submissions to news@cdss.org. We may edit for length and clarity.
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PERSONAL ADS (75 words maximum) are free for CDSS members and $5 for nonmembers.
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SENDING ADS
Ad copy and black and white (gray-scale). Send electronically (PDF, JPG or TIF, with 300-600 dpi, fonts and images embedded), with check or Visa/Mastercard info sent the same day.

DEADLINES
Winter—November 1st (issue mailed early January)
Spring—February 1st (issue mailed early April)
Summer—May 1st (issue mailed early July)
Fall—August 1st (issue mailed early October)

EMAIL—We get a lot of email. Despite our precautions, your very legitimate message may get swept or be grabbed by our spam filters. If you've sent an address change and mail continues to go to your old address, or if you've sent a note needing a reply and haven't heard back from us within two weeks, please call us —413-268-7426, most Mondays-Fridays, 9:30 am-5 pm.

visit our website
www.cdss.org

Cover: Claremont Country Dance Band, 1979 (CDS 7), Chuck Ward in center, with (l-r) Derek Booth, Peter Porell, Liz Devlin, Stan Kramer; photo: Rosemary Peterson. See the article about Chuck, starting on page 11.

WINTER 2010
Letters and Announcements

A Lesson with Bob McQuillen

"Whoopee!" he says as I open the front door and announce myself. He doesn't like me to knock. I'm supposed to walk right in.

"How are you, my boy?" he says as he shakes my hand. Then he gestures to the piano. "Have a seat.

Bob McQuillen’s house, also known as the Mac Shack, is overflowing with records, tapes, CDs, music books, instruments, and pictures of dancers and musicians—memorabilia of a lifetime of music and dance. Barely fitting in the back of the living room is a large piano, where I take a seat.

Sitting on a stool beside the piano, Bob straps one of his many accordions onto his shoulders while I practice the chords he has shown me—octaves with the left hand and chords with the right. Boom-chuck, boom-chuck, boom-chuck.

"Roy of D-dog?" Bob says, and begins to play the accordion. The first time through, I struggle to figure out which chord goes where. But the music repeats itself, and I have another chance to get it right.

Bob keeps right on playing, sometimes yelling out a helpful "four!" or "seventh!" while I'm struggling. A few more times through and he's swinging the tune, getting fancy on his accordion. The rhythm he taught me becomes automatic. I'm barely thinking. Boom-chuck, boom-chuck, boom-chuck.

A shift in the music tells me he's wrapping it up, and I head back to the tonic chord. "That was Smash the Windows," he'll say, or The Devil's Dream or whatever the tune is called. "Famous, famous tune," he adds.

The hour blows by, and before I know it, it's time to go. We shake hands again. "I'll see you when I see you," he says. As often as not, on my way out, he imparts one last piece of wisdom.

"Do you know what side of the chicken has the most feathers?... The OUTSIDE!"

Dave Eisenmuth, Keene, NH

Bob McQuillen will receive the CDSS Lifetime Contribution Award this spring; details will be on our website soon. For an article about Bob, see the last issue of the News posted on our website, www.cdss.org/current-issue.html. (For an article on the 2009 recipient, see page 11 of this issue.)

Tune Confusion

I am troubled by persistent confusion regarding the correct name of the music used for Victor Skowronski's wonderful dance, Rafo's Waltz, first published in issue 132, September/October 1996 of the CDSS News. Victor notes: "I first heard the tune on a recording of Ralph Vaughan Williams' English Folk Song Suite which is why the dance is named for him." A number of callers (as well as dancers) have stated the tune is The Cutty Wren. It is not. The tune is similar, yes, though it lacks the falling and rising quarter-note phrases in both the A and B music which contribute so much to the "dreamlike quality" Victor noted in his author's note. In any case, The Cutty Wren is a Manx song, not an English one, and Vaughan Williams was clear that his Folk Song Suite was based upon English tunes.

The tune in question was collected in many southern English counties by Gardiner, Butterworth and other contemporaries of Vaughan Williams, and was always referred to as Green Bushes. This is the title Vaughan Williams gave it, and is therefore the correct name of the music for Rafo's Waltz. Not surprisingly, the words of the song it accompanies are a lovely fit to Victor's flowing dance, more so than those of the Cutty Wren:

As I was a walking one morning in Spring,
For to hear the birds whistle and the nightingales sing.
I saw a young damsel, so sweetly sang she:
Down by the Green Bushes he thinks to meet me.

Let us pay homage to both Vaughan Williams, and the early collectors who were active in the English Folk Dance and Song Society (from which CDSS sprang) by using the correct title. We strive for historical accuracy in naming older dances and music; let's do the same for newer ones.

Allen Dodson, Hatfield, MA

Money Musk

In the following passage of The Hymenies of Monticello: An American Family, author Annette Gordon-Reed captures the musical inclination of Thomas Jefferson and at least two of his African-American sons—William Beverly Hemings and Thomas Eton Hemings:

"We do not know Beverly's profession, but music was also the passion of Eton's soul, so much that he learned to play the violin and the piano and made his living as a musician. Although he never spoke publicly about Jefferson, he kept alive his connection to him by changing his name from Eton Hemings to E. B. Thomas when he 'took to the white world.' He also carried a bit of Jefferson with him in his professional life, a private remembrance that had to remain unknown to the public, for Jefferson did not care much for popular music, but there were several songs he liked enough to copy down in his notes, one a tune called 'Money Musk.' Decades later, Eton would make 'Money Musk' one of his signature tunes as he played at society events throughout southern Ohio."

(2008, pp. 602-603)

It would be interesting to know more about Eton's musical career in Ohio.

Susan English, Wooster, OH

Upcoming—Tools for Dance Communities 2010

Are you interested in the ingredients that make a dance community thrive? Have you been thinking about starting a dance and want good advice? Do you want to hone your knowledge about a particular element of running a dance? Is your group experiencing not only the joy, but also the challenges of new growth? Do you want a chance to strengthen your network with other dance leaders in the Southeast?

If any of these questions apply to you, the Southeast Dance Leadership Conference this October 1-3, 2010, will be an event for you. The conference is being spearheaded by the Triangle Country Dancers, Sun Assembly of English Country Dancers, as well as being supported by the Country Dance and Song Society with partial funding by the New Leaders Fund. It will take place at the Summit Center at Highrock, northeast of Durham, Chapel Hill and north of Greensboro, North Carolina.

Keep an eye open for details and registration in the next few months. In the meantime, feel free to contact us at toolsfor2010@gmail.com.

Gail Lacy, Chair, Planning Committee

DART—Rapper Competition and Gathering

Great Meadows Morris and Sword is hosting a rapper competition the weekend of October 23, 2010 in the Boston, Massachusetts area. This event is inspired by the highly successful DERT rapper competition in England. To help us plan this event, please let us know if you are interested in participating. We would love to hear your ideas about what this event should look like.

The DERT example shows that there is a lot to recommend a friendly competition.

1. It's traditional—competition was an important part of the nineteenth and twentieth century rapper.
2. It spurs your team to work hard on one dance and strive to be your best.
3. Constructive judging gives you clear and specific feedback on your dance, your dance skills, and how you might improve. GMMS's experience has been that the judging at DERT, for the most part, is kind, gentle, very useful and specific.

4. Many teams go to DERT every year with no chance of winning. Why do this because it's a fun weekend—very supportive—and they don't feel put down or overly judged.

That's how we want our weekend to be—a fun get together with other sword dancers with the added bonus of the competition. There will be prizes in many categories, workshops, and plenty of time for socializing. We are inviting English teams to come to this event and several have expressed interest. Please reply to me at tkruskal@verizon.net or 978-443-8940. For more information, see www.dart2010.org.

Tom Kruskal, Sudbury, MA

The Big Rapper Project

Some of you may already have heard that a comprehensive publication on rapper is underway in England under the auspices of the English Folk Dance and Song Society with an expected publication date of 2011, to correspond with the one hundredth anniversary of Cecil Sharp's The Sword Dances of Northern England.

This will consist of two parts. Chris Metherell (known to many for his work in step dance) will be producing a double DVD to include film of past and current rappers. Phil Endsor of DART in England Rapper Tournament [DERT] and EFDS Gold Badge winner for his work in rapper will be authoring the accompanying book.

The material is to include all collected material from the first half of the twentieth century including notation of all traditional dances. But this is only a start, as the development, history, context and current state of the dance in the United Kingdom, North America, and elsewhere is also to be included.

You will note that no work approaching this scope has even been attempted before. The alignment of these two talented individuals willing now to take on the project with the support of EFDS should not be taken for granted and all of us to whom rapper is meaningful should consider supporting them. It is quite literally a once in a century opportunity to do the definitive rapper work and to do it right.

Do consider supporting this effort. Part of this
would be by contributing content. Phil is very interested in the development of rappers in North America. Who were the founders and what were the initial sources? How does specific dance information get passed on? What individuals and teams have been influential? Where do performance ideas/choir come from? What is it that makes some teams want to develop the rappers, improve, and push the limits? How has the dance (in general or your own dance) changed and why? Commentaries on development of music, stepping, and types of sword locks is very welcome. Who has been influential Betts or other characters? What have been the significant events or venues? Team histories? Will you share notation of an entire dance or an individual figure you are particularly proud of? Material from Amberst in the 1920s to Oberlin in 2010 are all potentially of interest. All still images and moving pictures should be submitted to Chris Methrell who should be contacted prior to submission at chris@methrell.org or 01144-7605-134070.

Notations and thoughts on aesthetics should be submitted to Phil Heaton at pheaton@berknet.com or 01144-1701-7027128.

North American rapper historical information should be communicated to Rhett Krause who will be compiling the overall history of rappers in North America. Material sent to Rhett should also be ideally e’ed to Phil, and all material in other form will be sent by Rhett to Phil for archiving. Contact rhettekrause@comcast.net.

The entire project is of no small expense, and the amount of material and the work that can be done are, of course, dependent on finances. Help the authors make this the tremendous product it should be and consider financial support for this project. Donate individually or collectively in the name of the team. Any questions on financial donations can be referred to Derek Schofield at eds.editor@edfss.org, including information on donations by credit card. Checks should be made out to EDFFSS and accompanied by a note explaining their purpose. They should be mailed to: Rapper Publications Sponsorship, EDFFSS, Cecil Sharp House, 2 Regents Park Road, London NW1 7AY, UK.

I really think this will be the rapper reference that will be consulted for decades to come. Your support in content and finance will help make it so.

Rhett Krause, Amberst, MA

Next Year’s Governing Board

Governing Board positions will need to be filled next year, including that of secretary and some at large positions. The Nominating Committee would like your help finding people with the skills, experience, energy, time and teamwork style that will continue to make ours a strong and active board. Board members must be members of CDSS and familiar with our goals; we seek people with professional experience in small nonprofit organizations, management, budgeting, volunteerism, fundraising and publicity. Of course, we want to know about active, creative people of all types.

If you have someone to suggest (and this includes self nominations), send a short paragraph or two with the following information: what they do in the dance and song world and where they do it, what other work/activities they do that might be relevant, why you think they are a good board candidate, and how to contact them by email, phone and mail/credit. Please send names for consideration before June 30, 2010 to CDSS Nominating Committee, Nikki Herbst, Chair, 1097 Briar Drive, Iowa City, IA 52240; russiababy@com.t

E-Blasts

CDSS is now sending e-blasts—short email messages—a few times a year to everyone on our mailing list who has an email address listed with us. If you haven’t received a “blast” yet, send us your email and we’ll include you in the next one. (And remember to “white list” us so it gets through.

Personal Ads

Asheville Vacation—free lodging! Seeking a trustworthy house sitter for up to five weeks, end of May thru end of June. Could be split among several sitters. Even trade: free lodging in exchange for easy pet care/companionship and general safe keeping. Asheville has tons of dancing and music, plus nearby summer festivals, and the outdoor pursuits of the Blue Ridge Mountains. For more info, email singlenessluah@gmail.com.

Mama cat announcement re: Folk Music Week Pinewoods 2009. Sue Webb can’t remember the name of the gent who sang the Mama cat song to him. "(The mind is a terrible thing to lose.) Will that gent contact him at suewebb@juno.com? Thanks.

Camp Jobs Available

Each year we need help running our summer dance and music camps. If any of these appeal to you, write to Steve Howe, CDSS Office, PO Box 358, Haydenville, MA 01039, or camp@cdss.org.

Sound system operators are needed at all weeks, with compensation ranging from full scholarship to paid staff, depending on the session.

Office positions are available at Pinewoods, from July 17-September 4, at Timber Ridge from August 15-22, and at Ogonetz from July 31-August 7. In exchange for full scholarships, we need lifeguards with CPR/First Aid certificates for all sessions, dining hall managers for all sessions, and a doctor or nurse for Family and Campers’ weeks. All full scholarships are also available at Ogonetz for kitchen and/or grounds work and some evening monitoring of sleeping children. In exchange for partial scholarships, we need assistant lifeguards and evening monitors for all Family and Campers’ weeks.

News Ad Changes

We’ve raised some ad rates (first increase since 2000), extended the discount to all members, increased the size of personal ads, and slightly decreased the size of the display ads to accommodate the new page layout. For more information (deadlines, how to send incoming, sending payment, see page 2 (or our website), or write to news@cdss.org.

New Display Ad Sizes and Rates

full-page, 7-3/4 inches wide X 9-1/2 inches high, $400 half-page horizontal, 7-3/8 wide X 4-3/8 high, $220 half-page vertical, 3-3/8 wide X 4-3/8 high, $220 quarter page, 3-3/8 wide X 2-3/8 high, $150 eighth page, 3-3/8 wide X 1-7/8th high, $80

Discounts

A member of CDSS (whether individual or group) may take a 50% discount from the above rates. Anyone (member or nonmember) placing the same size ad in three consecutive issues may take a 10% discount. (For members, this would be in addition to the 50% discount.) Please include a note saying which issue(s) your ad is for.

Personal Ads are now 75 words maximum per ad. These ads are free to CDSS members and $5 for nonmembers.

Dates and Program Directors for 2010

Below are dates and program directors for this summer. Preliminary information is on our website, but for a more complete listing, the paper brochure will be mailed in late February. Questions? Email Steve at camp@cdss.org or call 413-268-7426 x3.

Ogonetz, Lyman, NH

Family Week, July 31-Aug 7 (Andy & Robin Davis) Teacher Training Course, July 31-Aug 7 (Jane Miller)

Timber Ridge, High View, WV

Ash & Family Program, Aug 15-22 (Joel & Michelle Ward)

Pinewoods, Plymouth, MA


American Dance & Music Week, Aug 20-Sept 4 (Lisa Greendale) Square Dance Callers Course, Aug 28-Sept 4 (Kathy Anderson)
Group Corner—Talent Buying and Touring Acts
by Jeff Martell, CDSS Sales and Group Services Manager

If you are the talent buyer for your dance or group, then you know how difficult it can be to land bigger name touring bands and callers. First the band or caller actually has to be planning a tour, then there is the question of whether or not this tour is coming anywhere near you, and, of course, the last question is whether or not you can afford to pay a bigger name act!

Well, the good news is that, with a little bit of proactive planning, you can exert some influence over at least two or even three of those questions! The two things that drive any touring act, whether band or caller, are routing and scheduling. Any act needs to have their last and next gigs be a reasonable distance apart, preferably a half days’ travel or less. They also need to keep nights off to a minimum. An act on the road is still incurring expenses on a night off, without generating any income.

So what does all this have to do with you and your dance or coffeehouse series? Lots! If a touring band or caller has the choice of an unpaid night off, or a low paying Tuesday night gig, they’ll take the gig. It is how they stay on the road, and to be frank, it is how a lot of full time listening clubs have stayed in business. You may not be able to come close to affording “Memphis Timmy” on a Friday or Saturday night, but if he was in city A last night, and is in city B tomorrow night, and you are in town C in the middle tonight, you might just be able to make a deal, at least provided you can get a crowd out to see Timmy on a Tuesday night! Do some realistic math before booking the show though, bearing in mind just how much you can afford to lose, even if they offer a great deal!

So, what if you are not lucky enough to be in the middle of the tour? Well, then taking control of routing might be your best bet. You may not be able to get “Big Jim’s Floor Shakers” to fly in and fly out for just your dance, but if you were to contact them with four dates in four cities all nicely lined up then they might just sit up and take notice, and on top of that you might just all get a better deal on the nights! (Of course you can still expect to pay more for prime nights, Friday and Saturday, than other nights, but that is just the way it is).

Greg Rohde, from Childgrove Country Dancers in St. Louis, has set up a grid which shows all the dates within eight hours of St. Louis, divided up by night of the week, month and location. He also provides contact information for all of the dance promoters on the grid. So when he contacts a band to play his dance, he can hand them the tools to line up a few nights in the area so it is worthwhile for them to come through! Some folks go even further, I know of several large scale music festivals whose buyers belong to informal buyers groups, where they share information on who is going to be touring, where and when, and many of them make offers in conjunction with other festivals to take control of routing, and save money on both talent and backline/production costs.

So, if you are hankering to reel in some bigger fish, get to know your neighbors! Maybe you can even form a buying group with a few other dances in your region!

Besides being CDSS’s sales and group services manager guru, Jeff is a musician and producer of a variety of events and festivals. He can also get you a great deal on a demolition derby or racing pigs. For non-derby and non-pig info, he can be reached at jeff@cdss.org or 412-265-7426 x 103.

From the Youth Desk
by Max Newman, CDSS Youth Projects Intern

How enjoyable it is to sit down and write my first newsletter report as the Youth Projects Intern for CDSS! I come to the position with a background in both the small West Coast community of Fairbanks, Alaska where I grew up and the urban East Coast community of Boston, Massachusetts where I now live. I am excited to draw from my experience as a dancer, musician, and college dance organizer—as well as from the wealth of experience that exists across the country—to continue to expand the CDSS’s resources for youth development and intergenerational dance and song.

I began my first day in the office in late September and capped that week with a rewarding few days at the second annual Youth Dance Weekend in Plymouth, Vermont. This wonderful camp showcased some great things about youth involvement in English and contra dance. It was a pleasure meeting folks of all ages from across the United States and Canada and attending the “Toast and Jam” conversation about issues related to youth involvement and leadership in dance and music. The thoughtful questions and useful ideas generated from last year’s “Bread and Butter” discussion are available at www.youthdanceweekend.org. And do check out the article in this issue on cooking for dancers from Sarah Pilsner, YDW’s cooking mastermind.

Since then, I have been working to establish a year’s worth of projects and goals dealing with questions of youth and intergenerational song and dance. Succeeding Ethan Hazzard-Watkins in this yearlong position is a great honor and great opportunity to build on the accomplishments from last year. For just a few examples, I strongly encourage you all to visit cdss.org and check out the wonderful, dynamic resources being made available in the Starter Kits or the lists of worthy projects made reality with CDSS grants.

Last year’s progress has also created new opportunities and exciting possibilities. There are a number of cool projects going on and a few I’d especially like to invite your input on:

Starter Kits: I’m currently working on the English Beginning Caller and Ritual/Display Dance starter kits. I would love to hear about individuals and groups’ experiences with these subjects, as well as from folks interested in contributing.

Youth Representatives Program: We’re looking for motivated individuals interested in the opportunity to engage with their peers and their communities while representing CDSS as part of a network of Youth Reps across the continent. If this sounds like it could be you or someone you know, let me know and I can provide further details on the program and benefits.

Travel: Part of my job involves visiting communities and facilitating discussions about youth and intergenerational issues. Give me your suggestions for some places or events I should visit in your community!

I’m looking forward to your suggestions, questions, and ideas, as well as the successes and challenges in your community. And if you would like advice on strategies to encourage youth participation and leadership, promote intergenerational communities, or apply for a grant, please don’t hesitate to get in touch.

On those or any other subjects, you can reach me anytime at max@cdss.org or 412-265-7426 x 114. You can also follow me at the CDSS Youth Intern Facebook page.

Thanks!

Check out www.cdss.org/youth to find out what Max is up to, links to the Starter Kits, and more.

CDSS Scholarship Recipients for 2009

We are pleased to announce recipients for Named, Matching and Youth scholarships for our 2009 programs. Your generous donations make these scholarships possible each year—last summer we gave out a total of over $14,000 in scholarship aid. This includes the amounts listed below, plus $8,900 in work scholarships and $7,200 from the scholarship fund to supplement work scholarships. Programs listed below are at Pinewoods unless otherwise noted. For information on giving, see www.cdss.org/special-funds.html, or write to CDSS, PO Box 338, Hayward, MA 01539, or to Robin Haydon at robincdss@aol.com.

Named Scholarship Recipients—$5,900
Steve Adams Scholarship—Rafe Rosen, MA, Morris Dance Intensive Course
Christoffer Casteranen Scholarship—Meredith Langstaff, MA, American Dance & Music Week; Melissa Richter, NC, Campers Week; Anne O’Byran, UK, Teachers Training Course
Grace Feldman Scholarship—no recipient this year
Mary Kay Friday Scholarship—Kathy McHugh, NC, Square Dance Callers Course; Melissa Running, MD, English Dance Week; Janet Trygstad, OR, English Dance Week
May Gadd Scholarship—Martha Edwards, MO, English & American Dance Week; Adina Gorden, NC, English & American Dance Week; Kathy McHugh, NC, Square Dance Callers Course; Anne O’Byran, UK, Teachers Training Course
Catherine Gelph Stein Scholarship—no recipient this year
Michele Gostout Scholarship—Heather Cole-Mullen, IL, American Dance & Marque Week
Early Music Week Leadership Scholarship—Janet Rose, MA, Early Music Week
Ed Helvig Scholarship—no recipient this year
Bob & Kathleen Hider Scholarship—Barbara Coyman, CO, English Dance Week; Jennifer You, OH, English & American Dance Week
John Hodgkin Scholarship—Trish Renson, OK, Family Week
Jennifer Lehmann Scholarship—Judy Hawkins, MA, Early Music Week
Phil Merrill Scholarship—Heather Cole-Mullen, IL, American Dance & Music Week; Elizabeth Epstein, MI, English & American Dance Week; Julie Sokoloff-Tony, WA, American Dance & Music Week; Josh Van Vleet, CT, American Dance & Music Week
Peter Regattie Scholarship—Miriam Newman, NY, English Dance Week
Kael Rodgers/Pinewoods Morris Men Scholarship—David Cassety, MA, English & American Dance Week; Bob Green, MA, English & American Dance; Hunt Smith, NH, English Dance Musicians Course
Bruce Weidig Scholarship—Candy Vertuny, OK, Family Week
Jazie Winkels Scholarship—John Michael Beng-Wheeler, VA, English Dance Week
Anniversary Scholarship (FY 2009 only)—Susanna McClesry, ONT, English Dance Musicians Course; Nore Smith, PA, English Dance Musicians Course

CDSS Matching Scholarships—$15,800 in two categories.

GROUP AFFILIATE SCHOLARSHIPS
These scholarships are cosponsored by CDSS Group Affiliates who underwrite a portion of the camp fee for local dancers, callers or musicians which then is matched by CDSS. Information about how to participate will be sent to all affiliates in February.
PINEWOODS’ NEXT GENERATION INITIATIVE SCHOLARSHIPS
This scholarship program was established by Pinewoods Camp in 2007 to increase and diversify camp attendance by older teens and young adults; it is cosponsored by PCI and CDSS.
American Dance & Music Week—Evelyn Auel, IL; Elfi Kümmerth, NY; Alex Krehg-Gruber, MA; Max Newman, MA; Laura Tupper, PA; English & American Dance Week—Kathleen Scheerer, CA; Miranda Weinberg, PA; Early Music Week—Gina Dunn, MA; Janet Rose, MA; Folk Music Week—Terry Dignon, NY, Jason Wallace, TN; Morris Dance Initiative—Curtice Bost-Willitak, MA; Anna Nowogrodzki, NY.

CDSS Youth Scholarships—$5,000

These scholarships were established by CDSS in 2005 to provide additional support for campers 15-25 years of age at our adult weeks.
American Dance & Music Week—Mia Bertelli, NM; Meredith Langstaff, MA; Erin Rordan, MA; Josie Sokoloff-Tony, WA; Josh Van Vleet, CT, American Dance & Music Week; Hannah Naiman, ONT, English & American Dance Week—Eleanor Anderson, NY; Martha Friedman, MA; Sarah Hirsch, MI; Ashley Howard, MD; Sarah Fisher, NY; Marissa Roque, AL; Laura Tupper, PA; Mary Weasley, VT; Jennifer You, OH; English & American Dance Week at Timiskaming, ON, English Dance Week at Timiskaming, ON; American Dance Week—Michael Song-Wheeler, WA; Family Week—Froebe Reichel, MD; Family Week at Ojegama—Gretta Black, VT; Emma Thomas, MA; Morris Dance Initiative—Kevin Adame, MA; Emma Gotes, NY; Krika King, NJ; Square Dance Callers Course—Brennan Weeks, PA.

NOTE: From time to time we hear about groups or individuals who’ve granted their own scholarships to our programs. We’d like to acknowledge your generosity, so please let us know about them!

CDSS Lifetime Contributor—Chuck Ward
by Sharon Green

Chuck Ward came by his musicianship naturally. As a small boy in Kentucky, he accompanied his auctioneer uncle to estate auctions, where his father and uncles would liven up the proceedings by playing music and leading the crowd in circle dances—“play party games,” as they were called in the Bible Belt. Soon Chuck joined them, playing any pump organ that was auctioned off and, when an organ didn’t work, opening it up to fix it.

As a young musician, Chuck was self-taught. That changed on what he calls the luckiest day of his life, the day his mother met University of Kentucky School of Music Professor Ford Montgomery and told him about her keyboard-playing son. Ford Montgomery agreed to hear the thirteen-year-old perform, and, after listening to Chuck play from memory a Bach two-part invention, the professor enrolled Chuck in a special university program that had him attending high school and studying piano and organ at the School of Music simultaneously for the next four years.

Throughout college, Chuck devoted himself to the organ. First at the conservatory at Syracuse University, then at the University of Michigan, from which he was graduated in 1977, he studied the classical organ repertoire. After a brief stint in the army, he served an apprenticeship at the Reuter Organ Company, learning organ construction and repair. It was not until 1980, when he returned to Kentucky to pursue a degree in Industrial Arts at Berea College, that he reconnected with the folk music and dance of his childhood.

It was Ethel Cappe, director of Berea College’s Recreation Extension Program and coach of the Berea College Country Dancers demonstration team, who first found out that Chuck had played for dances. She quickly recruited him to accompany the Berea Dancers and began introducing him to the wider world of country dancing. “I want Phil to hear you play,” she said, and she proceeded to drive Chuck to Brattlestown, North Carolina where he met Phil Merrill, who became a lifelong friend. Phil in turn invited Chuck to come to Pinewoods the next year, thereby beginning Chuck’s long association with the Country Dance and Song Society.

“This is an accord music, and you have until Saturday night to learn to play it.”

Over the next several years in Kentucky, Chuck became increasingly involved with English and American country dancing. He played at Pinewoods, at the John C. Campbell School in Brasstown, and at Berea’s Christmas Country Dance School, working with May Gadd, Genny Shimer, Frank Warner, and a host of other dance and song leaders. In 1969, when he moved from Kentucky to California, he searched for any contras or English dances, but there were none in Northern California. There was Scottish dancing in San Francisco, taught by C. Stewart Smith, who had his own studio; there was international folk dancing as well, with advanced classes at Chang’s led by Madeleine Greene, founder of the Mendocino Folklore Camp. Chuck quickly became known to these dance leaders and was asked to play for folk dancing and to teach English country dance at Folklore Camp.

The summer of 1970 marked a turning point for Chuck. At Folklore Camp he had become close to Stewart Smith and Nora Hughes, who had taken charge of the camp after George’s sudden death. When the generator failed and the battery-powered
California's country dance scene. Chuck and Nora Hughes' ECBS of San Francisco was the forerunner of a new organization, the Bay Area Country Dance Society, a union of the contra and English dances that were then existing in the greater Bay Area. The Berkeley dance continued as part of the umbrella organization. Starting in 1980 with the first Mendocino Dance Week, BAADS ran annual weeklong dance camps at which Chuck often played a major role as musician, band leader, and teacher.

"How would you like to play for a contra weekend with Cathy Whitesides—in Alaska?"

~ Brad Foster, then a Bay Area caller, quote from the late 1970s or early 1980s

In the '80s and '90s, Chuck traveled up and down the West Coast, playing his music and teaching others to make music as well. Invited by Ken McEnery of downtown San Francisco, he returned to Alaska, playing for dances in Anchorage, Fairbanks, and in Southeast Alaska. On occasional trips to the East Coast, he taught and played at Pinewoods, enjoying reunions with his many dance friends. In 1996, together with Lydee Sander and Mark Carroll, Chuck co-founded the Sebastopol English country dance, and in 2002 he was chosen to play at the North Bay BAADS's first major English country dance event, the Mad Robin Ball.

Two thousand six was a gala year for Chuck. Combining his two great loves, the organ and English country dance, he produced a solo CD "The Vital Organ: English Country Dances of the 17th & 18th Centuries." Among the tunes on that CD was Daphne, the tune for the dance Hit and Miss, the first English country dance Chuck had ever danced. Chuck also played at Mendocino English Week that year. On the last night of camp at the English Week Banquet he learned that, in celebration of the release of his CD and of his retirement that year as organist at Church of the Incarnation, BAADS had launched a campaign to create an outreach fund for the training of musicians.

Today the Chuck Ward Fund is administered by the Country Dance and Song Society. As part of CDSS's New Leaders, Good Leaders initiative, it helps to support music workshops and other training programs for both experienced and novice country dance musicians. Just as Chuck has reached out to his fellow musicians throughout his career, the Chuck Ward Fund is a way for the dance community to reach out to musicians on all levels. The fund has given much to many musicians. But it can never match Chuck's great gifts to his musician friends:

"His great sense of humor and wonderful snicker. (His ability to spin) the band amused with sotto voce comments about the callers, dancers, the music, or anything else that tickled or disturbed him at the time."

~ Gene Murrow

AUTHORS NOTE: Thanks to the following friends of Chuck Ward who generously shared their photographs and stories of Chuck (posted on CDSS's website, see below) for this article: Marshall Barron, Helene Cornelius, David Green, Wayne Hankins, Niki Herbst, Stan and Susan Kramer, Tom Kruskal, David Means, Gene Murrow, Fred Person, Michael Siemien, Erin Yang. —S.G.

The presentation of CDSS's Lifetime Contribution Award to Chuck Ward will take place on the afternoon of March 30, 2010, at St. Christopher's Episcopal Church in Berkeley, where Chuck and Brad Foster presented the first ECBS in 1970. For lots of great stories about Chuck, see our website when this article is posted in January, www.cdss.org/current-issue.html. To hear him, CDSS carries both CDs 7 and 9 (cassettes only at this time) and "The Vital Organ" (CD) in our store, www.cdss.org/store-home.html. To donate to the Chuck Ward Musicians Training Fund, please go to our website and click on Donate to CDSS.

Formerly active in New York where she cofounded Country Dance New York's True Blue weekend, Sharon Green now calls and organizes dances in the San Francisco Bay Area, and books Chuck Ward whenever she can.
The Ins and Outs of Cooking for Dancers

by Sarah Pilzer

I like to say that "good food makes for good dancing." As anyone who’s gone to a dance camp or weekend workshop knows, the food often defines the experience just as much as the callers, musicians and dance hall. To dancers who have only cooked at home, an industrial kitchen can seem like a strange new world—the mixing bowls are as big around as hula hoops, the floor comes in fifty pound bags and the lettuce is sold by the case, and the cooks can peel twenty five pounds of carrots in under fifteen minutes. Many folks may wonder, "What is it like to be responsible for feeding a hundred fifty of your closest dancing friends?" As someone who’s helped serve many a meal to hungry dancers, I’d like to share a few of my thoughts on the subject.

Menu Planning and Recipes

A considerable amount of work must go into designing the menu for a dance event, but it can also be one of the most exciting stages of the planning process. After all, this is your chance to serve hand-picked dishes that you enjoy cooking and eating. Keep in mind, however, that just because you might like liverwurst sandwiches, does not mean that everyone will. The art of menu planning is one of balance and compromise. Ask yourself the following questions to help guide your process:

How many people are coming to your weekend?
The more mouths you must feed the better it is to pick recipes that scale well. What I mean by "scale well" is that you should be on the lookout for recipes that are as easy to make for fifty people as they are for five. A large pot of soup is not significantly harder to make than a small pot of soup (it will, however, take a few hours to come to temperature, so plan accordingly). Dishes that require a lot of finicky technique, such as layering many sheets of phyllo dough to make spanakopita, are often not a good choice. Ideally, your recipes should tap into an economy of scale, so that if you double the recipe, cooking the new quantity takes less than twice the original amount of work.

What types of food do dancers like to eat?

Dancing is a high-energy activity; your campers will be relying on you to provide the sustenance they need in order to keep their heels from dragging. You can provide that energy by serving a combination of proteins (meats, soy, cheese, eggs, beans) and carbohydrates (bread, pasta, rice) at every meal. Choose carefully, however, because not all proteins or carbohydrates make equally good fare. I’ve heard many complaints that serving too many beans can lead to an "unpleasant aroma" on the dance floor!

Like your mother always said, make sure to eat plenty of fruits and vegetables. Fresh apples, pears, plums, peaches or oranges can easily be made available not only at meals but also for mid-dance snacks. A vegetable side dish should round out every meal and salad is usually a welcome addition.

Snacks and desserts can also have a place in your menu. Cakes, cookies and brownies are all easy to make on a large scale. For some recipes it will be best to make several smaller batches of a single or double recipe rather than trying to make ten times the batter at once. If there are late night activities planned, a snack break will give dancers the extra boost they need to keep going. You can serve something as simple as potato chips and trail mix or as involved as fresh-from-the-oven pizza. For most people, any snack is a good snack.

Do your attendees have particular dietary preferences / needs?

I’ve often encountered the myth that catering to "special diets" at a dance event means sacrificing both tastiness and time. Cocks sometimes fear that in order to satisfy special dietary preferences/requirements, they must make separate dishes which will lack key ingredients and be inferior to the main dish. Yet, from the diner’s point of view, there is nothing more frustrating than standing down for a meal and realizing you can’t eat anything on the table because it is either not vegetarian, or not vegan, or not wheat-free, etc. So, how does one provide meals that meet the dietary needs of everyone but still taste good and don’t require too much extra work? The key is to find dishes that cover the most common ground and need little to no modification in order to be "safe." For example, it’s virtually impossible to make a vegan quiche, but pumpkin curry is just as delicious and doesn’t require dairy or eggs. If you plan a fully vegetarian meal (complete with protein, carbohydrates and vegetables) you can always add a meat dish on the side for people to choose if they wish. You will probably still end up making more than one dish but the more requirements that are satisfied by each recipe the better.

Making a Shopping List

Once you have decided on a menu, the next step is to determine how much of each ingredient you need in order to make your chosen dishes. These calculations will not be exact because the amount of food consumed can vary wildly from event to event, but you should do your best to estimate based on the total number of attendees.

Often, you can use straight multiplication to determine ingredient measurements. If a recipe says it will serve ten and you have a hundred fifty people, just multiply each measurement by fifteen and you’ll have a rough estimate of how much you’ll need. Be aware, however, that some ingredients don’t necessarily need to be increased by the full amount. For example, baking soda and spices should be increased by only one and a half times when doubling a recipe. You can find more information on how to scale recipes on the internet or in Food for Fifty, an excellent book on cooking for crowds by Mary K. Molt.*

If your first several attempts to gauge quantities are off the mark, don’t worry, you will adjust for next time and the experience will develop your sense of macro-scale cooking. Much like picking stocks in investment, however, past performance is not a guarantee of future results. There are a myriad of factors that affect how much food a group consumes, from what the weather is like that year to how much time of day the meal is served. In general, overestimating is better than underestimating. You can always give away leftovers at the end of an event but you won’t be able to feed hungry dancers if you run out of ingredients.

Sourcing and Ordering

After tallying the necessary ingredients, you must find sources from whom you will purchase the food. A great way to start your search is by contacting local facilities, such as restaurants, grocery stores, camps, hotels, etc., that might have accounts with a regional food distribution company. If the facility that is hosting your event has an account, you may be able to place a purchase order through them. Alternatively, you might be able to setup a one-time purchase directly from the distributor. Buying in bulk from a distributor often allows you to buy products at cost rather than purchasing small quantities at a retail store priced with an additional markup.

Working directly with area farmers is another great way to source ingredients. Often you can network through your dance community to connect with local farmers who will be willing to sell you their produce. If you live in an area with a regular farmer’s market or CSA, contact the organizers to see which farms participate. Making a personal connection with a farmer can sometimes (though certainly not always) lead to discounts or a barter situation where the farmer offers produce in exchange for free admission to the event.

Make sure to plan how the ingredients will get from the farm to you. If you’re working on a tight budget you may need to coordinate, try to purchase as many ingredients from one source as you can.

Managing the Kitchen

Unless you are a chef, you will need assistance to prepare the massive amounts of food you will be serving. Even if you are a superchef you will still want assistance. But assistance is only helpful if you know how to communicate your needs and delegate tasks. Your role as kitchen manager is similar to being a conductor, you have the full score and know all the parts so it’s up to you to direct people as to what and when they should play.

*Mary K. Molt, Food for Fifty, 1999
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Yoga for Dancers: Long Legs, Strong Back
by Anna Rain

When I dance, my low back gets tight, and in between dances I stretch it out to get comfortable. Sometimes, a person watching me will say, "Oooh, I wish I could do that." Here’s the secret: You can. Everyone can. And the more often you find the release that lengthens your back and legs, the more flexible and comfortable you will be.

Lower back pain and shortened hamstrings (the muscles in the back of the thigh) are connected because the hamstrings stabilize the pelvis (a good thing, to some extent), and keep it from tipping too far forward. If the hamstrings are tight, however, the pelvis has far less mobility, which then keeps the lower back from moving comfortably. If you dance (and one presumes if you are reading this, that you do), make lengthening your hamstrings a daily practice.

Pop quiz: what activities shorten our hamstrings? Dancing, of course. Also standing, walking, sitting, running, swimming, cycling... and yes, lying down, too. What activities lengthen our hamstrings? Absolutely nothing that we do in the course of any day. In order to keep the hamstrings healthy, we must make the effort to lengthen them.

While you can feel some stretch in the hamstrings even when the knees are bent—particularly if you’re quite stiff—you’ll get more effective lengthening when the quadriceps (the muscles in the front thigh) are engaged. Emphasis: for the hamstrings to be lengthened optimally, the quadriceps must be firm.

Here’s how to find the action that engages the quadriceps (see CDSS News, November/December 2008, standing over your feet): sit on the floor with your legs relaxed and straight in front of you. Place your front thigh muscles—pliable. You also may be able to move your knee caps slightly from side to side. Now lift one leg one inch off the floor and see how the front thigh becomes tight and the knee cap stabilizes. These are the quadriceps doing their work. Practice this action while standing: lift the knee caps and observe the front thighs engaging. (Note this is not the same as "locking" the knees, mentioned in the Summer 2009 issue.)

Previous Yoga for Dancers’ articles that will give you the background for poses described in this piece: March/April 2009, page 10, back over roll; and Fall 2009, page 20, correct action of the spine).

Here’s a step-by-step process for daily hamstring lengthening and low back elongating. Stand tall, with your feet under your frontal hip bones. Balance your hips over your ankles (for most of us, that means taking our weight back), take your heels out slightly so that the outer edges of your feet are close to parallel, and lift your kneecaps, which engages your quadriceps. Keep the kneecaps lifted, bend forward at the hips (not the waist!), keep your back straight, and bring your hands to a support—a chair seat, a stool, a step (see photos 1 and 2). Legs straight, arms straight, back straight.

To engage the back straight, you’ll use the action of drawing the thoracic spine (found in between your shoulder blades) forward, toward your front body. With your hands on the support and your arms straight (don’t bend your arms to bring your chest forward!), take the outer edge of your shoulders up and away from the support and your thoracic spine down and toward it. Roll the shoulders away from the ears; when the shoulders move away from the support, where your hands rest, see that your shoulders also release away from the ears to keep the neck long. Check in the mirror or have someone observe you: is your back flat, with the spine drawing forward between the shoulder blades? If not, find a higher support until you have the correct action of the back (photo 3 shows how not to do this action). You can even put your hands under a wall and make an obtuse angle with your back and legs (photo 4).

Sarah Pilzer has been cooking for dancers since the tender age of fourteen. She was a familiar face in the Pinewoods kitchen for many years and now serves as the kitchen manager for the Youth Dance Weekend. When she’s not whipping up delicacies, she’s a program coordinator for the Wildlife Conservation Society New York and is an avid morris and sword dancer.

Sarah has had many requests for some of the recipes she’s used at dance events. Vegetarian Burgers and Apple Crisp can be seen with this article when we post it on our website in January, www.cdss.org/current-issue.html.

Photo 1 and 2—Keep your back straight by using a chair or stool as support. Photo 3—Correct "eyed back" action, don’t do it!
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The spine must move optimally before you proceed to the next step.

Now for the lengthening of the low back. With arms and legs firm and back straight, bring your attention to the top front thighs. As if you had a 1" x 8" board pressed against your thighs, draw the thighs back while you lengthen your chest forward. Use these actions together: thighs back, chest forward. If all is in place, you will feel a couple of sensations (aside from tremendous length in your hamstring). First, the adonals will scoot to the back body—this is an energetic action; don't try to make it happen by holding your stomach in. Second, the low back will receive traction from the lengthening of the hamstrings and the spine.

To those of you who are more flexible: See that the opening of the back comes from the upper spine and that you are not tugging the pelvis forward and taking the low back toward the front body. Tipping the pelvis this way feels like you're getting a stretch, but this action prevents the full traction lengthening of the low back (Photo 5 shows the incorrect action). Come out of the pose with the same attention you gave to entering it: Engage the front thighs; bring your hands to the crease between the hip and leg; roll your shoulders back; and while you draw the thoracic spine toward the front body, inhale and come up with firm, straight legs and a lengthened back (Photo 6). When you keep the legs firm and engaged while coming up, the legs support the back and the back gets stronger. If your legs suddenly bend while you are coming up with a straight back, the back takes the heat and can be injured. Many exercise leaders and doctors will recommend rolling up with bent legs and a curled spine, and, indeed, the back is protected with these actions. Your back, however, will never become stronger unless the muscles are challenged to lengthen and support weight against the pull of gravity.

Take a few minutes a couple of times a day to lengthen your hamstrings and give your back a stretch. If you work at a desk, use your chair, a pulled-out drawer, or a step to support your hands. With daily practice, the hamstrings eventually become accustomed to being longer (and will then demand their due length), and when the hamstrings are lengthened to their capacity, the low back has a shot at ease and length too.

Anna Rain will go to the mat for a good valdefhespring. She plays with the English country dance band Hot Teddy and dances with Dread Pirate Napper. She would like her own make-up artist for the photo shoots for these articles. You may contact her at innerlightyoga@gmail.com. "Yoga for Dancers" is a regular feature if the CDSS News. Photos courtesy the author.

Introduction

I'm a long time member of CDSS and a member of the CDSS-affiliated contra dance group, Dancing Bears, in Anchorage, Alaska. Dancing Bears sponsors a Memorial Day weekend dance camp at a facility north of Anchorage. The main ball floor has a varnish finish that has been worn in places exposing bare wood; a sticky floor to dance on.

We tried numerous ways to make the floor danceable, most of which raised clouds of dust. In 2001 I attended Camp Wannadance near Port Townsend, Washington. The floor in the dance hall is bare wood. The Camp Wannadance folks swept and vacuumed the floor and applied a liquid wax to the floor. This produced a smooth, dust-free surface that lasted from Friday night through Sunday afternoon, with just a dry mop after workshops and at the breaks.

The Dancing Bears bought some of this wax, and that spring I cleaned and waxed the dance floor for the Memorial Day dance. From Friday night through Monday afternoon, with just dry mop maintenance, we experienced a danceable floor and dust-free air. Everyone was very happy, especially the sound people, because the dust had been getting into their gear. In May of 2008 I took photos to show the process that has proven so successful over the years, and produced this document.

Feel free to use this process, and spread the word with email or by printing a copy of the information and mailing it. If it works for you (or not), please send feedback to me, Gene Horning, at 2230 E. 2nd Avenue, Anchorage, AK 99507, or call me at 907-361-4717.

NOTE: The floor at Camp Wannadance is bare wood so no water was used to clean it. The process described in this document will NOT work on bare wood floors because bare wood will retain water, and wax will not stick. If our floor continues to lose its varnish finish, we will have to change to sweeping and vacuuming only.
**Equipment and Materials**

1) Clean string mop
2) One (1) quart liquid cleaner with ammonia; Lysol, Ajax, or Arm and Hammer
3) Measuring cup
4) One (1) gallon super Hil-brite self-polishing floor wax. 100% pure number one prime Carnauba (Manufacturer: Hillyard, Inc., 302 North 4th Street, P.O. Box 906, St. Joseph, MO 64501; 800-365-1555 or 816-233-1321, www.hillyard.com/Material.asp?catid=1& a=2&pid=HIL0050000&cid=)
5) Small flat plastic pan to hold wax
6) Two (2) sponge mops with hand wringers
7) One (1) clean dry mop
8) One (1) good wide push broom
9) Several clean dry towels that fit the width of the push broom
10) One (1) hand-clamp to hold towel onto broom
11) One (1) mop bucket (not shown)

**Sweeping**

1. Use a small broom to sweep around edges, posts, doors, etc.
2. Use a push broom to get the big stuff.
3. Finish with a dry mop to get as much dust and grit as possible.

**Broom and Towel Set up**

4. Put towel on floor and set push broom on it, as shown.
5. Fold short end of towel over the back of the push broom.
6. Fold long end of towel over the front of push broom and clamp the towel to the broom handle

**Cleaning Solution**

7. Measure about one (1) cup of liquid cleaner with ammonia.
8. Add cleaner to mop bucket.
9. Fill bucket with hot water.

**Cleaning**

10. Don't wring mop too dry; some water is needed on the floor to suspend the dust and grit so the push broom with towel can pick it up.
11. Push the broom and towel down the floor over wet areas to a wall or stopping point.
12. Unclamp the towel and lay the dry end of towel in front of the broom, and move the broom ahead to a dry area. Fold the wet end of the towel over the back of the broom, and the dry end over the front of the broom. Re-clamp the towel to the broom handle.

If one person is working, mop only two (2) push brooms wide and follow immediately with push broom and towel so the floor stays wet for complete cleaning. If two people are working, one can mop and the second can follow with the push broom and towel.

Repeat with dry towels as needed. Floor must be completely dry before waxing. If the floor is not cleaned like this, you will wax over the dust and grit and wind up with a non-skid floor. Change the mopping water as needed.

**NOTE:** Liquid cleaner with ammonia and hot water combination helps to lift food, spilled drinks, soda, etc.
Waxing

13. Pour about 1 inch of wax in the plastic tub. Soak the sponge mop in wax and wring it out. Barely dip the bottom of the mop in the wax and scrape it off on the edge of the tub. This gives enough wax for a light coat over a 4 x 4 foot area.

14. Tap the mop on the floor as shown over the 4 x 4 foot area to distribute the wax evenly. Tape and water bottle denote 4 x 4 foot area in photo.

15. Spread the wax over the 4 x 4 area. Four by four feet is just the right space for a light coat of wax. Repeat until floor is waxed. The dancers will buff the wax. (Note: The Hillyard people state that one gallon will cover 1,500-2,000 square feet, but this method covers 4,000 square feet.)

Dancing

William Holbrook Beard (6, 1824-1900)

HELENE CORNELIUS & FRANCIS ATTANASIO
At Home: Dances for Volume 5

A founding purpose of the English Dance Collection was to provide small dance groups with quality music recorded at dance length and tempo. For that, Volume 5 may be the most useful book of the series. Where a gathering of two to four couples would find duple minor dances frustrating and triple minor dances prohibitive, this volume provides twenty-two set dances which can be performed in a living room, dining room, family room or finished basement; hence the title, "At Home." Of the dances, the most common form is three-couple longways (ten dances), of which three are mixers. There are also three dances for three couples in round (or circle) formation, one of which is a mixer, and there are seven dances for four couples (four in square formation, three longways). To complete the volume, there are two dances for two couples.

Historical note from the book: Some of the most complex and challenging dances in the English dance repertoire are set dances. While a longways dance consists of one pattern repeated over and over again, set dances often have a different pattern each time through the music. The most recognized three-couple longways set pattern is: Up a double, Siding, Arming (USA) in which the standard movement is done each time through the A music. The pattern done to the B music can be the same each time in some dances, or more often, is different each time for the B music. Many set dances have the same dance pattern each time through the music, but because the dance includes a progression, each couple will have a different path with each repetition. Finally, the most complex and challenging set dances are those in which there is no repetition at all from start to finish. With the

challenge of set dances come the potential for greater satisfaction in these dances, and the exposure to a wide breadth of the styles and figures in the English country dance form."

So, pull up the rug, push back the furniture and enjoy the experience of dancing in your own home.

BIK CD (by Bare Necessities)$14

CD$16

H e l e n e
Cornelius started attending the CDS, Boston Centre English dance sessions in 1951, when Louise Chapin was teaching and calling all the Boston CDS dances. Since 1963, she has been leading dances for the Boston Centre, as well as calling and teaching English country dancing at many other weekend and weeklong gatherings, and she was the first recipient of CDS's Lifetime Contribution Award (2002).

Francis Attanasio has been dancing since age five, when his mother gave him his first lesson. He started English dancing in 1984, at the Boston dance, and has been a student of Helene (and her husband, Arthur) ever since. Francis has supported English dancing at Boston Centre, at balls and events around the country, and at Pinewoods Camp. His current activities include serving on the English Dance Committee of CDS, Boston Centre and the Board of Pinewoods Camp, Inc., and dancing with Pinewoods Morris Men and Still River Sword.

For more on the English Dance Collection CDs and books, see www.cds.org/store-home.html.

Cover design for the English Dance Collection books and recordings: Chris Reynolds, photo of Helene and Francis David Cornelius.
ANDREW SHAW
Farnicle Huggy: Interpretations of late 17th and early 18th century English Country Dances

This book contains directions and musical notes for twenty dances, with information on sources and historical context, and, as an appendix, a short article on the annual collections of Twenty Four (New) Country Dances published by the firm of John Walsh.

REBECCA KING, JON BERGER, JIM OAKDEN
Farnicle Huggy

A collection of sixteen English country dance tunes to accompany most of the dances in Andrew's book, and played by three of the San Francisco-area's finest dance musicians. Instruments include piano, flute, oboe (Rebecca), violin, viola, buffet accordion, mandolin (Jon), and clarinet, recorders, accordion, banjo, octave mandolin, guitar (Jim).

The dances and their tunes include The Highlanders Humours, Wills House, Widows shall all have Husbands, Bloomsberry Market, Mr Lane's Magot, Liliburt's Trot, Rebecca Ridinghook, The Cookow, The Royal Gallaard, Pretty Miss Larr, Epson New Wells, Mr. Eaglesfield's New Hornpipe, Bonny Kate of Perth, Masquerade Royal, Mac Donald's March, Farnicle Huggy (all on the CD), plus those four which are in the book only: Royal Navy, Black and Gray, The Merry Hop, and Bury Fair.

Historical note from the book: Many of the dances in Andrew's previous books have been drawn on the works of the eighteenth century English choreographer Nathaniel Kynaston; none are in Farnicle Huggy but the connection persists. He says in the book's Foreword: "The strangely named title dance, and five others... are taken from Twenty Four New Country Dances Composed by a Person of Quality...Recommended to Mr. Nathaniel Kynaston, published by John Walsh in 1718. They form the core of this collection... revealing the high quality of this choreographer's work... The term Person of Quality was in common use. In this context, it was meant to preserve the anonymity, at least formally, of someone whose social status would normally preclude them from the composition of music or dance..."

PORTLAND MEGABAND
Beneficial Tradition

The Portland Megaband in Oregon began in 1966 with twenty-five musicians and has grown to sixty-eight players, each bringing unique energy and expertise to the group. This all-volunteer band is open to any musician, on any acoustic instrument, at any experience level, and its members range in ability from professional to novice. The ages of current Megaband members span eight decades and they play on thirty-one different instruments. The band's tight, cohesive sound is the result of each member's commitment to bringing their best to the group combined with highly focused rehearsals. Some musical arrangements are worked out in advance, but many of them arise spontaneously at the dance and are communicated to band members through an elaborate set of predetermined hand signals by conductors Sue Songer and Gordy Ruler.

Each year, usually the second Saturday in March, dance bands from all over the Pacific Northwest and points beyond join Portlanders at the Megaband contra dances. The dynamism of the band in sync with the feet of hundreds of enthusiastic dancers makes for a supercharged experience for dancers and musicians alike, and that dynamism is captured on the CD. The music has been edited down to fit the time requirements of one disc, but almost all of the original switches between tunes have been preserved and the planned arrangements are intact. Proceeds from the annual dance go to the Portland Country Dance Community Scholarship fund for musicians, callers and dancers. With Dan Pearl's permission, the band used the title of his popular contra dance, Beneficial Tradition, in the CD's title. (Dan wrote the dance for the Dance Musicians Development Fund, an annual benefit dance run by the Folk Arts Center of New England.) The "Tradition" part of the title comes from the English country dance Pat's Tradition by Cor Hogendijk, which features the zigzag figure also found in Dan's dance. Happily, the benefits and the traditions endure in this recording.

CD $15

MAGIC FOOT
Stomping Ground

Magic Foot brings together the talents of four inventive players—Colin Lindsay, Chris Stevens, Brendan Taaffe, and Stefan Amidon—who are charming audiences from South to North with their driving, high energy music. Rooted deeply in the Irish tradition, the lads pull inspiration from a wide array of sources—French accordion players to James Brown—to create their own sound, and are equally adept at lifting dancers' feet off the floor and warming the soul in concert.

CD $16

GEOFF WOLFE (editor)
William Winter's Quantocks Tune Book

This new tune book, published by Halsway Manor Society, in Somerset, England, contains 376 tunes selected from the manuscript of William Winter, a fiddle player who lived from 1774 to 1861 in the Quantock Hills of Somerset. He played in a church band and for country dances, and worked as a shoemaker in the villages of Lydard St. Lawrence and West Bagborough. The introduction to the book describes Winter's life and music as well as his life in Somerset in the early nineteenth century. You'll find here many familiar tunes as well as new versions of familiar ones—jigs, waltzes, polkas, hornpipes and marches. The accompanying CD contains thirty-two tunes (from over three hundred in the book), and are played by Rob Harrow (concertina), Miranda Rutter and Nancy Kerr (fiddles), with Tim van Eyken (melodeon). This book will appeal to dance and other musicians and anyone interested in the musical history of the West Country.

CD $39

Cover designs for Farnicle Huggy and Emperor of the Moon by Sandy Ewanek.

Cover design for A Beneficial Tradition by Gay Pullen.

Cover design for Magic Foot by Will Leach; for William Winter's by Chris Hobbs.
**Country Dance and Song Society**

**Order Form**

www.cdss.org order@cdss.org (617) 482-7071
Customer Service 413-368-7268 ext 2
9:00 am - 5:00 pm M-F EST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDERED BY (please print clearly)</th>
<th>SHIP TO: (if different from Ordered By)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City/State/Zip</td>
<td>City/State/Zip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Email**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formatted (FC, book, CAS (cassettes), CIL, VID (video), DVD, Other)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**QTY/FORM**

**AUTHORITY**

**RESEARCH**

**TOTALS**

**CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card #</th>
<th>Exp. Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VISA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTERCARD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ORDER INFORMATION**

- All orders must be prepaid. We accept personal checks, money orders, VISA or MasterCard. We encourage payments by credit card. Canadian and overseas orders must be paid in U.S. funds.
- Complete orders are shipped within 2 working days of receipt. Unless instructed otherwise, we hold partial orders for up to 15 working days to complete them. We then bill them as best we can and send them with a refund (if you paid by check) and status report for items not shipped.
- For orders over $20.00, we add $3.50 for shipping and handling.

**SHIPPING METHODS AND RATES (for each address mailed to)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIC RATES IN THE U.S.</th>
<th>EXPEDITED RATES IN THE U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0 to $5</td>
<td>Priority, 2nd Day overnight or any other expedited service will be charged actual cost plus $2.00 shipping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5.01 to $10</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10.01 to $20</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$20.01 to $30</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30.01 to $50</td>
<td>$10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50.01 to $100</td>
<td>$13.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CDSS NEWS**

**WINTER 2010**

---

**One Hundred Years of Morris Dancing in America**

by Rhett Krause

This new year may be used to mark an anniversary worth celebrating: the centenary of the Morris dance in North America. A precise date of the beginning of a cultural event is often difficult or impossible to pin down and can be the subject of disagreement. Just try, for example, to find consensus on what year baseball or football began. And it is no different in this case.

Some will no doubt point to the 1580 voyage of Sir Humphrey Gilbert to Newfoundland, where he famously planned to bring morris dancing and hobby horses to "delight the savage people whom we intended to winny by all faire means possible." If so, our celebration would be a tad late, as the centenary should instead have been before even the birth of George Washington's father. But there is good reason to doubt morris occurred on that voyage (if for no other reason than no native peoples were encountered), and even if it did happen, it established no tradition and contributes nothing to the current situation.

The nineteenth century saw examples of what has been termed "theatrical morris" in which a company of actors included something they called a "morris dance" as part of a play taking place in Tudor or Stuart England. These dances were of unknown provenance, though likely to be inaccurate creations of the company which simply came and went leaving no trace or influence behind. Thus they are not worthy of a meaningful anniversary celebration. On the other hand, in 1888, Cecil Sharp noted, it was the use of dance and song in a production of *A Midsummer Night's Dream* that first brought Cecil Sharp to America.

An additional odd reference is of a morris dance performed for May Day celebrations at the Manchester (New Hampshire) Universalist Church in 1898. It is impossible to know what this was, but again it seems clear that it was not part of an ongoing tradition.

If it is thus very difficult to agree on what was the first morris event, or if an event were isolated, poorly documented, of doubtful accuracy, or of relatively small importance, then it is reasonable instead to try to decide what year is most significant for the start of a custom, even if it not include the first example of it.

In my opinion, three distinct events of 1910 combine to make the year most worthy of celebration. I have little doubt that additional research will turn up even earlier occurrences, and indeed probable dancing in 1908 and 1909 is mentioned below, but in the sense that 1910 remains the most meaningful year in the European Discovery of America, so I think 1910 is the most meaningful for American morris, no matter how many Leif Erickson equivalents in morris may subsequently be discovered.

**Educators and Humanitarians**

The first event was the growth of morris dancing in the public schools and elsewhere as part of an international folk dance component of physical education. This is a large part of the history of morris dance in America which remains little researched and underappreciated in its scope. For example, I suspect many would be shocked to think that what was probably the largest mass displayed of morris ever anywhere were in Central Park early in the twentieth century by the students of the New York Public Schools.

The Progressive Movement of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries attempted to address social woes of the era related in part to urbanization, industrialization, and immigration. A small offshoot of this philosophy was the benefit of physical exercise especially for the urban tenement dwellers and school children who may find little of it otherwise. This was not just for physical fitness, but for potential improvements in behavior. In 1910, Dr. C. Ward Crompton of the New York Public Schools lectured that "Exercise diminishes crime" and that he believed that not only health but morals were helped by exercise (*New York Times*, May 15, 1910).

International folk dance as elsewhere in this exercise had two additional perceived benefits. First, a reconnection of immigrants with their own traditions. And second, that folk dance was a form of exercise considered suitable for girls of that time.

Mary Wood Himman of Chicago was one example of the remarkable Americans who were part of this process. She began teaching folk dance at Jane Addams Hull House in the 1890s, in agreement with Addams’ 1909 opinion that ‘recreation is stronger than vice and recreation alone can stifle the lust for vice.’ She would collect Headington dancers from William Kimber in 1909, and by 1910 morris dancing by Chicago school children under her direction was well documented in the press, which noted "a series of graceful movements which Miss Himman has been able to dig out of the rural districts of England and..."
bring to America." (Chicago Daily Tribune, February 26, 1910; I am indebted to Andy Bullen for his research into Chicago dance.)

Elizabeth Burchenal would have a similar role in New York, cultivating her position as an instructor at the Teachers College of Columbia University to research and promote folk dance the rest of her life, holding several positions of importance in New York and founding the American Folk Dance Society. Much of the dancing in the New York schools in those early years is due to her and her opinion that "the city child is handicapped by restricted play," and "girls get too much amusement and not enough play." (New York Times, February 23, 1913)

Jim Brickwede quite plausibly believes Burchenal may have taught in New York as early as 1908 and collected dances in England about the same time, but I have no proof of this at this time. The earliest day dancing in New York is supported by the first American publication of an individual morris dance. This book was the Espressence of morris by Olive Ward Crampton's 1909 The Folk Dance Book. A measure of the importance of these early physical educators and humanitarians can be glimpsed in the earliest records of the American branch of the English folk dance society (later the Country Dance and Song Society). The meeting to first form the Society in 1915 was chaired by Burchenal, who was elected one of the four officers, with Hinman to join as Treasurer in 1916.

Bower's Book

The second event is the publication of the first American morris book, Josephine Brower's The Morris Dance: Descriptions of Eleven Dances as Performed by the Morris-Men of England (Little Grey Co., New York). The book gives instructions for eight Headington and three Biddiford dances and beneath the Table of Contents, a note mentions that "Those descriptions are taken by permission from the work of Messrs. Cecil Sharp and Herbert C. McLaine." Indeed, the book is extremely similar to The Morris Book (Part 1) and covers precisely the same eleven dances.

The significance of this book is not that it offers any new knowledge (it does not), but that it is intended for an American audience of morris dancers in 1910. Also, while it may have been used as a reference by school teachers, there is nothing in its text or style to suggest that it was meant primarily for use in schools.

Brower was an American-born midwesterner. Little is currently known about the extent of her involvement in the morris dance, although Andy Bullen has discovered an intriguing reference in the Christian Science Monitor of June 15, 1914 to a lecture given by Brower in Chicago, in which she is described as "the first woman to introduce morris dancing to America." (Of course, this lecture was illustrated by the morris dancing of Florence Warren Brown; see below.)

Mary Neal and Florrie Warren were in America for the Espressence trip to America which began with the arrival of Mary Neal and Florence Warren in New York City on December 12, 1910. Much has been written about how Cecil Sharp and Neal's Espressence tour was actually a partnership with Archibald Macbethear Sir James and the Chief dance master of Scotland. The three had cooperated from the earliest days of the revival of morris in 1905, and how by 1908 they had become often bitter rivals. A simplification of the differences would be that Neal appreciated the benefits of the spirit of the dance and getting large numbers dancing, while Sharp wished to accurately record and teach the dance at a high standard.

In New York, and this newly copied (the dances) "are not an entertainment given by a few highly trained exhibitors while the rest stand around and stare. The point is that the whole people join in. It is an eminently democratic thing and can live only as long as it preserves this spirit. The introduction of pedantry, of sophisticated art, would utterly kill the movement." (New York Times, December 21, 1910). In turn, Sharp's hastily written first edition of The Morris Book (Part One), the only edition available until 1912, he had noted some of the dances directly from Warren rather than truly recording them. Neal included in Brower's book, so Warren's dancing was reflected in these two resources used by Americans. Sharp would come to regret this and correct it in his second edition. In a more direct sense, at least two Americans had traveled to England to attend the summer school at Stratford-on-Avon in 1910 where Warren had been chief instructor and thus learned from her in England.

The American tour was to end in March 1911 when Neal and Warren boarded a ship for their return journey. But the trip was not to be easy for Florrie, as she was to play her role in that most romantic of all American morris stories. A young Yale law student named Arthur Brown had been enchanted with F&H in 1914, a performance in the world of morris dancing was roughly similar to that of Sharp, and for her part, Florrie Warren was arguably the most experienced and renowned English teacher of the morris dance. Neal and Warren were shocked to find on their arrival that several planned events had been cancelled as Sharp had written ahead expressing disbelief of the expected authenticity. Neal would write back to England on December 30, 1910 that "Cecil Sharp has done his best to poison people's minds over here. But we are here and he is not!...I do not think we will ever come now."

Despite this initial setback, Neal kept a steady schedule of lectures and Florrie taught at least two in New York, Harlem, and at Albany. There would be much press coverage and the occasional high profile event such as Florrie leading a team of morris dancers at Carnegie Hall. We know now that Americans such as Hinman, Burchenal, possibly Brower, and probably others had taught morris in America prior to Neal and Warren's December arrival, at least earlier within the year of 1910. It seems likely that Neal did not know this advance but got some inkling shortly after her arrival. The New York Tribune on December 15, 1910 would note that "Miss Neal says that she does not see how the English peasant dances hitherto taught in America can be genuine, for she is sure that she is the first to dig them out from the byways of the mother country." Unfortunately, however, Neal and Warren arrived in America to December 10, 1910, the teaching by England's premiere instructor who had taught since 1905 and learned from traditional traditional dancers was a different level of teaching and a worthy part of our centennial.

In one very indirect sense, Warren had already taught morris to Americans. For Sharp's hastily written first edition of The Morris Book (Part One), the only edition available until 1912, he had noted some of the dances directly from Warren rather than truly recording them. Neal included in Brower's book, so Warren's dancing was reflected in these two resources used by Americans. Sharp would come to regret this and correct it in his second edition. In a more direct sense, at least two Americans had traveled to England to attend the summer school at Stratford-on-Avon in 1910 where Warren had been chief instructor and thus learned from her in England.

The American tour was to end in March 1911 when Neal and Warren boarded a ship for their return journey. But the trip was not to be easy for Florrie, as she was to play her role in that most romantic of all American morris stories. A young Yale law student named Arthur Brown had been enchanted with F&H in 1914, a performance in the world of morris dancing was roughly similar to that of Sharp, and for her part, Florrie Warren was arguably the most experienced and renowned English teacher of the morris dance. Neal and Warren were shocked to find on their arrival that several planned events had been cancelled as Sharp had written ahead expressing disbelief of the expected authenticity. Neal would write back to England on December 30, 1910 that "Cecil Sharp has done his best to poison people's minds over here. But we are here and he is not!...I do not think we will ever come now."
Thank You!—Recognition of Donors

We are grateful to all our members and friends for the many ways in which you support our work, and we’re especially grateful to those who gave extra gifts through the fund appeal in memory or honor of someone, to special funds and scholarships, matching gifts, other gifts, and services to New Leaders, Good Donors, and who support us through higher membership levels. For more information on giving to the general fund or a specific fund, see www.cds.org/support-us.html, or write to CDSBS, PO Box 338, Haydenville, MA 01039, or send an email to Robin Hayden at robin@cds.org. (Note: The names below reflect donations received in 2008; the list of 2009 donors will be in this summer’s issue.)
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Cecil Sharp Society
Joe Roth

Patron
David Bulles
Lucy & Mark Weinstein

Sustainer
Frank P & Julia Davison
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Sharon & David Green
Gary & Linda Lewis Lieberman
Colin Moore
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Artie Shaw
Andy Shaw

in honor of Lavender Country Dancers
Tom & Anne Siess
Will Strang
Dinah Swanson
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Warren Anderson & Barb Dickson
Rhonda Argo & Thomas Lewis
Kim Barrett & Christine Bob
Bunnie Brooks & Linda Beamer
David Chandler & Beverly Frank
Dean Clamous & Carly Grewing
Brad Foster & Barbara Russell
Carl & Diane Friedman
Richard Garner
Susan & Al Gold
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James Huatus
Debbie Jackson
Mary Jones
David Kausman & Carol Bell
Robert Koorhan & Wendy Gillchrist
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Ken McFarland & Dennis Rogers
David Miller & Shilla Moran
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Curly & Cynthia Palmer
Doug Pimmmer
Mike Richardson & Chris Caldwell
Laurel Sibury & David Smolik
Cynthia Stinger & Dave MacAven

Contributor
Lynn Ackersen
Robert M & Olivia Ackersen
Ellie & Rich Armstrong

Eric Arnold
Francis Attanasio
David Barnes & Julie Raskin
Hal & Elaine Barton
Carole Barry & Kevin Barrett
Wayne Bailey
Diane & Donald Bell
Barbara Berry
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Dorey Hand
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Michael Heod & Abohlae Hash
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Burt Horton
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Stephanie Jack & Michael Berry
Mary Jacker
Lydia & Herb Jacob
Thomas (II) Jacobs
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Katherine Jeanne
Susan & Bill Jensen
Mike Jones
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Dad Kass
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Ellen Kinsella
David Kols
Joe & Robin Kynoch
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Kappy Lening & Sam Droge
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Dick Lewis & Mag Larmen
Lilly Lindsey & Randy Bocci
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Daniel Walts
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David Wiley
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Thomas Dillon & Grace Macune
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Fund Appeal and General Fund Donors
Anonymous (50)
Ashley & Hubert & Susan Schlegli
Lynn Ackersen
Louise Adel
Kenneth Allen
Peter & Mary Alice Almond
Tom Anastasio & Gino Jenkins
Eric & Carolyn Anderson
Carol Anne Arps & Thomas Griffin
Gregory Anderson & Patrick Dockson
Veronica Anderson & Barbara Debok
Dwayne Anderson & Dineea Olsen
Nancy Atlas & Bob Cermele
John & Lisa Austin
Dara Bardsch in memory of Herbert Bardsch

Leah Barkan
David Barnett & Julie Raskin
Marshall Bearne
Carol Barry & Kevin Barrett
Bedell-Senior Center
Dennis Barlow
Pamela & Chris Barlow
Dee & Matt Barlow
Giel Barlow
Joy Barlow & Chris Gilman
Joanie Giazzonato
Michael & Barbara Gilman
in honor of Bob McQuilken
Fly Giddard
in memory of Colin Griffin
Josh Goldman & Marcia Lands
Ludia Goldstein
Gray Goodman
Coryn Goodrich
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Karin Gottlieb
Martin Groves
Catherine Grandegre
Edward G & Grant
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Donna Griffin
Karen & Tom Grayowitz
Lynn Hall
Bruce & Joanuz Hamilton
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Joanna Hauk
in honor of Colin Griffin
Lani Hermann
Cameron Hruby-Neuquian
Sarah Higginbotham & Chris Neuth\nScott Higgins
Curtis & Mary Bowden
Jane Bishop Bishop
in honor of Paul Nagler
Gene Horn
Nancy Howey
Loretta Hussein & Larry Twomey
Sandy & Bobbi Yovo
Mary Jaczek
Christopher Jacoty
Sarah Jane
Maldon James
in memory of Chris Catanzeno
Sue & Nick Jones
Bill & Karen Jones
Debby Kantor
Sidney & Ruth Langton Koss
Lynn & George Kent
Johanna Keene
David Kors
Suky & Rhett Kruse
Linda Krumin
Doug Kurtis & Ellie Knickman
James Logen & Francine Connors
Libby Langston
John Larsen & Libby Smith
Upcoming Events

These are the bare bones—date, event name, town/state, sponsoring group, contact information. The next deadlines is February 1 for events on or after April 1. Send information to newadvised@csn.org or CDNS, PO Box 238, Haydenville, MA 01039. These events and others are also posted on our website (www.cdans.org). For information on regular events for the Group Affiliate see the links on our website.

Jan 9-10
Upper Potomac Music Weekend, Shepherdstown, WV. Upper Potomac, upwms.ml@umad.net.

Jan 9

Jan 15-17
Ralph Page Dance Legacy Weekend, Durham, NH. NEFFA, www.neffa.org. 603-656-5012, rydellwine@comcast.net.

Jan 15-17

Jan 16-23

Jan 22-31

Jan 22-24
Appalachian Clogging Weekend, Brasstown, NC. John C Campbell Folk School, www.ucfs.org. 800-FOUL-SCH.

Jan 23
English Dance Ball, New Haven, CT. The New Haven CDS, panthoon.yal.edu:88/ENGLISH.html.

Jan 29-31
Fiddle Retreat, Shepherdstown, WV. Upper Potomac Music, upwms.ml@umad.net.

Jan 30
Froosty’s Madtown, Whitewater, WI. Country Dancers of Wisconsin, sites.google.com/site/cdowisconsin, 612-990-5577.

Feb 3-10

Feb 12-14

Feb 12-14

Feb 14-15

Feb 14-15
Corvallis Contra Week. Corvallis, OR. Corvallis PS, ofc.psd.corvallis.k12.or.us/about/viewbooklet.* Fax: 82-63-2285, www.corvallis.k12.or.us.

Feb 18-21
Stellar Days and Nights. Burna Vista, CO. Arkansas Valley. stardances@yahoo.com.

Feb 19-21
Border Morris Workshop. Brasstown, NC. John C Campbell Folk School, 800-40-FOLK-SCH.

Feb 20
Something To Do with Chocolate. White Plains, NY. CD of Westchester, sites.google.com/site/cdowestchester, 914-983-5577.

Feb 26-28
Dance Weekends. Ann Arbor, MI. AACTMID, mail.aactmid.org, detroit, 734-477-9312.

Feb 27

Mar 2
Playford Ball, San Jose, CA. Bay Area CDS, www.bacds.org/playford.*

Mar 11-14
Cascadia Promenade, WA OR and CA. Cascadia promenade.org.

Mar 14-15

Mar 19-21
Spring Flying Weekend. San Jose, CA. Bay Area CDS, www.bacds.org.*

Mar 19-21

Mar 19-21

Mar 19-21

Mar 20

Mar 26-27
Down East Country Dance Festival. Topsham, ME. www.deb.org/Festival.

Mar 26-28
Bare Necessities Weekend. Pittsburgh, PA. www.ucfs.org.*

Mar 27
Playford Ball. San Jose, CA. Bay Area CDS, www.bacds.org/playford, 650-851-6555, saucers@msaocom.com.*

Mar 27-28

Apr 7-14

Apr 9-11

Apr 9-11

Apr 9-11

Apr 9-11

Apr 10

Apr 23-25
When in Doubt, Swing! Dallas, TX. North Texas TDS, www.nttds.org. info@nttds.org.

Apr 23-25
NEFFA. Medford, MA. www.neffa.org. info@neffa.org.

Apr 24

Apr 30-May 1

Apr 30-May 1

Apr 30-May 2
Lexon Assembly. Lenox, MA. Lenox Assembly, lexonassembly@gmail.com.

* Sponsoring organization is a CDNS Group Affiliate.

Celebrating more than 80 years of music and dance

RALPH PAGE

DANCE LEGACY WEEKEND

January 15 - 17, 2010 • DURHAM, NH

Celebrate the New England Tradition with an enjoyable weekend of Fine Contra and Square Dancing

Lisa Greenleaf & Tony Parkes with:

Friday - White Cockade: Vince O’Donnell, Ralph Jones, RP Hale, Sylvia Mistick, Cal Howard, & Allan Chertok

Saturday - Music by: Dancin’ Couple (© Randy Miller, www.randymiller.com)

Dancing & Workshops all day.

Information, Reservations: visit www.folkschool.org or call 1-800-FOUL-SCH

John C. Campbell Folk School
Braintree, North Carolina

Take time out for a dance workshop!

January 22-24, 2010
Appalachian Clogging Weekend with Annie Fain Linder and Erolon Linder

Does listening to likely old-time music make you want to jump out of your seat and dance? Learn a variety of basic steps and short routines to live music. It only takes learning a few steps to dance to your heart’s content. Beginners are welcome.

February 19-21, 2010
Border Morris Workshop - Weekend with Liam Robinson

Learn traditional English border Morris dances. This energetic dance style comes from the areas of Herefordshire, Shropshire, and Worcestershire, England. Learn the stepping, figures, and stick churning which form these dances and find out more about the history of this fascinating dance style. Beginners and experienced Morris dancers are welcome.

March 12-14, 2010
French Country Folk Dance Weekend with Christian & Cassky Montcol and music by David DiGiauque

Take pleasure experiencing French cultural traditions through traditional dance and music. The focus will be brouillards and aultchades with a manuak workshop. Different types of traditional and contemporary dances from various French regions will also be taught. Previous English country, contra, or international folk dance experience is recommended.

April 9-11, 2010
Learn to Contra Dance - Weekend with Bob Dalenautom

Jump feet first into the wildly fun contra dancing and after learning the basic moves in this beginner’s class with a master teacher, you’ll be ready to participate in the Saturday night community dance. Singles and couples welcome.

April 30 - May 2, 2010
English Country Dance Weekend with Ginger Pyne & Michael Cline and music by Joyful Noise (Barbara Greenberg, Daniel Beerthum & Kathy Tabotke).

April 30-30 May 1
Lexon Assembly. Lenox, MA. Lenox Assembly, lexonassembly@gmail.com.

For more information and to register: call 1-800-FOUL-SCH or visit www.folkschool.org and email dance@folkschool.org.
Lifetime Contribution Award Recommendations for 2010 Sought

Do you know someone who has made a longterm and exceptional contribution to the mission of CDSS? Has this person's contribution benefited more than one geographical area or generation? Has he or she worked in conjunction with CDSS for more than twenty years? If you answered “yes,” you may know future recipients of the CDSS Lifetime Contribution Award. A significant contribution may consist of:

• increasing the quality of what we do by inspiration, instruction or excellent example;
• bringing what we do to new communities;
• expanding the repertoire of country dance, music and/or song, whether through scholarship or by original composition;
• working behind the scenes, enabling others to make any of the contributions listed above (i.e., music or dance event organizing or programming).

Send your recommendations before January 31, 2010 to the Awards Committee chair: Carol Barry, seabarri@hotmail.com. Please include name, address, phone and email of the recommended person, an explanation of why this person should receive the award, and your own name and contact information. The Awards Committee will review the recommendations and submit a short list of nominees to the CDSS Governing Board for its decision in the spring. (Information may also be snailmailed to Carol at 3004 Kelsey Drive, Edmond, OK 73013.)

Ceremonies for the 2009 recipients will be held soon. The award will be presented to Chuck Ward on Sunday, March 28, 2010 at St. Clement's Church, in Berkeley, CA, the day after BACDS's annual Playford Ball; for more information, contact sharongreen@post.harvard.edu, 510-654-7974. Details of the presentation to Bob McQuillen will be on our website soon.